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Abstract
The LabPET is an avalanche photodiode (APD) based digital PET scanner with
quasi-individual detector read-out and highly parallel electronic architecture for
high-performance in vivo molecular imaging of small animals. The scanner is
based on LYSO and LGSO scintillation crystals (2×2×12/14 mm3), assembled
side-by-side in phoswich pairs read out by an APD. High spatial resolution is
achieved through the individual and independent read-out of an individual
APD detector for recording impinging annihilation photons. The LabPET
exists in three versions, LabPET4 (3.75 cm axial length), LabPET8 (7.5 cm
axial length) and LabPET12 (11.4 cm axial length). This paper focuses
on the systematic characterization of the three LabPET versions using two
different energy window settings to implement a high-efficiency mode (250–
650 keV) and a high-resolution mode (350–650 keV) in the most suitable
operating conditions. Prior to measurements, a global timing alignment of
the scanners and optimization of the APD operating bias have been carried
out. Characteristics such as spatial resolution, absolute sensitivity, count rate
performance and image quality have been thoroughly investigated following the
NEMA NU 4-2008 protocol. Phantom and small animal images were acquired
to assess the scanners’ suitability for the most demanding imaging tasks in
preclinical biomedical research. The three systems achieve the same radial
FBP spatial resolution at 5 mm from the field-of-view center: 1.65/3.40 mm
(FWHM/FWTM) for an energy threshold of 250 keV and 1.51/2.97 mm for an
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energy threshold of 350 keV. The absolute sensitivity for an energy window
of 250–650 keV is 1.4%/2.6%/4.3% for LabPET4/8/12, respectively. The best
count rate performance peaking at 362 kcps is achieved by the LabPET12 with
an energy window of 250–650 keV and a mouse phantom (2.5 cm diameter)
at an activity of 2.4 MBq ml−1. With the same phantom, the scatter fraction
for all scanners is about 17% for an energy threshold of 250 keV and 10% for
an energy threshold of 350 keV. The results obtained with two energy window
settings confirm the relevance of high-efficiency and high-resolution operating
modes to take full advantage of the imaging capabilities of the LabPET scanners
for molecular imaging applications.

Keywords: positron emission tomography, nuclear medicine imaging,
scintillation detectors

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Small animal positron emission tomography (PET) has improved steadily in the last decade to
become an invaluable tool for studying animal models of human diseases. The rat and mouse
being respectively ∼250 and ∼2500 times smaller than human, novel detector technologies
must be employed to reach the resolution and the sensitivity required to achieve the same image
definition in those small animals as the one currently obtained in clinical imaging (Hutchins
et al 2008, Riemann et al 2008). Several innovative detection systems have been proposed
to meet this challenge, ranging from PMT-based multi-crystal detectors (Chatziioannou et al
1999, Ziemons et al 2005, Wang et al 2006, Mizuta et al 2008, Canadas et al 2011, Szanda
et al 2011) to gaseous detectors (Missimer et al 2004, Couceiro et al 2007) and, more recently,
semiconductor detectors. Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) have also been introduced in small
animal PET to enable individual scintillator read-out and, therefore, to achieve better spatial
resolution for a given crystal size (Lecomte et al 1990, 1996, Pichler et al 1998, Ziegler et al
2001). The LabPET is a second generation APD-based digital PET system, derived from the
original Sherbrooke small animal PET scanner that has been in operation at the Sherbrooke
Molecular Imaging Center from 1995 to 2009 (Lecomte et al 1996). The LabPET initial
physical performance and imaging capabilities have been investigated in previous reports
(Bergeron et al 2009a) for the LabPET4 (3.75 cm axial field of view (FOV)) and LabPET8
(Prasad et al 2011) (7.5 cm axial FOV) versions. The LabPET12 (11.4 cm axial FOV) is a
more recent version developed to achieve higher sensitivity and count rate performance by
extending the axial FOV (Bergeron et al 2009b). Other authors have explored the advantages
of large axial FOV scanners (Bao et al 2009, Huisman et al 2007, Visser et al 2009). They
reported higher system sensitivities, while also observing some degradation of the spatial
resolution resulting from the inclusion of oblique LORs between distant detector rings in the
image formation process. It was thus suggested that having high angle penetration in detectors
imposes the requirement for improved image reconstruction (Bao et al 2009, Visser et al
2009). Adequate rebinning (Matej et al 1998) together with physical modeling of the detector
response (Schmitt et al 1988, Selivanov et al 2000, Strul et al 2003) and fully 3D reconstruction
are thus highly desirable to overcome these resolution losses in large axial FOV scanners. A
comparative assessment of several preclinical PET imaging systems following the NEMA
NU4-2008 protocol was recently reported in The Journal of Nuclear Medicine (Goertzen
et al 2012). In this investigation, the LabPET scanners performance was reported under the
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Figure 1. Schematic of the LabPET module (left) consisting of four LYSO/LGSO
phoswich crystal pairs forming a 2 × 4 array enclosed in a hermetic package. Each
phoswich pair is optically isolated and coupled to an APD sitting on a slanted plane
(right) (adapted from Bergeron et al (2009a)).

standard recommended settings by the manufacturer. As the LabPET digital platform (Tétrault
et al 2008) offers great flexibility to vary a large number of detector and system parameters,
(e.g. individual APD detector bias and noise thresholds, energy windows, coincidence time
windows, FOV angular and axial span) extensive testing can be performed to identify the
system optimal characteristics. This paper reports the systematic performance assessment of
the three LabPET versions under tightly controlled optimal conditions, with two different
energy windows for high-efficiency (250–650 keV, default mode) or high-resolution (350–
650 keV) operating modes. In all relevant instances, the investigation was performed using the
latest LabPET 3D image reconstruction package (release 1.13.2) implementing accurate 3D
description of the physical detector response and all required corrections.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Systems description

The LabPET system architecture and its preliminary physical performance were previously
described (Tétrault et al 2008, Fontaine et al 2009). Briefly, detectors are composed of two
different types of scintillators, LGSO (Lu0.4Gd1.6SiO5, 65 ns) and LYSO (Lu1.9Y0.1SiO5,
40 ns), optically coupled side-by-side to form phoswich pairs read out by a single APD having
dimensions of 1.8 mm × 4.4 mm (figure 1). Individual crystals have dimensions of 2 mm ×
2 mm × 14 mm (LGSO) and 2 mm × 2 mm × 12 mm (LYSO) with a contiguous slanted
plane at 55◦ to accommodate the APD. Groups of four APD-LGSO/LYSO phoswich detectors
are enclosed into a sealed Kovar casing having external dimensions of 4.5 mm × 10.3 mm ×
18 mm. Forty-eight of these modules are used to form a 162 mm diameter ring. Due to
the casing, crystals have an angular spacing introducing a 1.7 mm gap at the inner end of
every four crystals in the azimuthal direction and a linear gap of 0.77 mm between every
phoswich pair in the axial direction. Detector modules are further grouped into 12 cassettes
of 4 radial detector modules, axially stacked according to the desired FOV. Fully parallel
digital electronics sample the signals from 64 APD detectors using free-running ADCs. Real-
time analysis and feature extraction for these 64-channel blocks are then implemented in
field-programmable-gate-arrays and digital signal processors (DSP), providing a maximum
count rate of 640 000 cps for the 64-channel block, hence an average of 10 000 cps per APD
detector with almost no electronic dead time (Fontaine et al 2006). This bottleneck is mainly
due to the crystal discrimination algorithm located in the dedicated DSP. Finally, a central
digital coincidence unit processes the events, within a maximum transaxial FOV of 100 mm
in diameter. Random coincidences are estimated using a delayed window.
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Table 1. LabPET scanner physical characteristics.

Detector Scintillators LYSO / LGSO
Crystal dimensions (mm3) 2×2×12/14
Crystal decay time (ns) 40/65

Module Number of LGSO/LYSO phoswich 4
detectors
Number of APDs 4
Casing dimensions (mm3) 4.5×10.3×18
Packing fraction (%) 66

System LabPET4 LabPET8 LabPET12
Number of modules 384 768 1152
Number of crystals 3072 6144 9216
Ring diameter (cm) 16.2 16.2 16.2
Transaxial FOV (cm) 10 10 10
Axial FOV (cm) 3.75 7.5 11.4
Coincidence time window (ns) 22 22 22
Solid angle/4π 0.23 0.42 0.57
Coincidence geometric 0.08 0.14 0.19
efficiencya

Reconstruction Reconstruction algorithm 2D/3D MLEM/OSEM and 2D FBP
Reconstructed transaxial 0.25×0.25 or 0.5×0.5
pixel size (mm2)
Reconstructed axial 1.2 (2D) or 0.6 (3D)
pixel size (mm)

a Crystal packing fraction × solid angle / 2

Three versions of the scanner were evaluated, the first one with 8 layers of modules (or 16
rings of detectors) having a 3.75 cm axial FOV (LabPET4), the second one with 16 layers of
modules (32 rings of detectors) having a 7.5 cm axial FOV (LabPET8), and the last one with
24 layers of modules (48 rings of detectors) having a 11.4 cm axial FOV (LabPET12). Table 1
summarizes their physical characteristics. The solid angle being higher in the LabPET12, the
coincidence geometric efficiency is accordingly higher, which should enable similar imaging
performance in less time and/or with lower dose. However, the LabPET12 needs tighter
temperature control than previous versions, as it implements three times more detectors and
parallel digital processing channels than a LabPET4.

2.2. System calibration

Prior to the scanner evaluation, three key adjustments are needed to fine-tune the LabPET
systems for optimal overall performance, namely, temperature control, timing alignment, and
APD bias optimization. First of all, the APD detectors need to be maintained at a constant
temperature to avoid gain variations. Since the heat load reaches 2.3 kW in a LabPET12,
a more efficient temperature control system had to be implemented to ensure stability at
a suitable temperature (in the 25–35 ◦C range at the detector site) for better performance.
Temperature stability was obtained by flowing symmetrical pressure-controlled forced air
through the detector and front-end electronics. Thereafter, the upgraded heat control system
was available for LabPET4 and LabPET8 scanners in order to improve their stability and
performance. The minimum and maximum detector temperature inside the ring measured on
the three systems are displayed in table 2. The stability over 24 h was ∼0.2 ◦C.

Timing alignment is the second key adjustment carried out to optimize performance. The
time offsets are different for each detector pixel in the LabPET systems due to the different
decay times of LGSO and LYSO scintillators, the variations in electronic routing lengths
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Table 2. LabPET detector maximum and minimum temperature inside the ring.

Minimum Maximum
Scanner temperature (◦C) temperature (◦C)

LabPET4 26.6 27.4
LabPET8 27.1 28.8
LabPET12 28.5 32.0

between APD detectors and ADCs and the ADC clock distribution network. Based on the
central positron source method (Thompson et al 2005), a calibration probe using a PMT
coupled to a liquid scintillator loaded with radioactivity was designed to perform the time
alignment of all detector channels (see Bergeron et al (2009c) and Arpin et al (2010) for
further details). This procedure determines the optimal digital time offsets for every detector
in such a way that coincidences between all detector pairs are aligned in time while having
only one coincidence engine.

The third adjustment consists in optimizing the APD bias for every detector to reach
the best timing resolution. The time alignment probe provides the time reference to perform
this optimization, in addition to the time offsets. The method is relatively fast, supplying
the intrinsic FWHM timing resolution of each individual detector in less than 15 min. It also
provides the overall timing spectrum for the entire scanner, as well as the separate contributions
from the three coincidence types (LYSO-LYSO, LGSO-LGSO and mixed LYSO-LGSO).

Ultimately, the aim of the two latter adjustments was to enable tighter coincidence time
windows to be used for better random event rejection without loss of valid counts.

2.3. Initial evaluation of LabPET

In previous studies, measurements such as spatial, energy and timing resolutions were found
to be very similar in LabPET4 and LabPET8 scanners (Bergeron et al 2009a). These
measurements were repeated for all versions, including LabPET12, with the new settings
in order to compare the imaging performance of the three scanner versions with the two
energy windows.

2.4. Spatial resolution

Spatial resolution measurements were performed according to the NEMA NU4-2008 protocol
(National Electrical Manufacturers Association 2008) using the filtered backprojection (FBP)
algorithm to reconstruct the point source images. However, it is worth noticing that the
irregular crystal spacing of the LabPET scanner in both the azimuthal and axial directions
results in sub-optimal reconstruction with the FBP algorithm, which requires evenly distributed
projection data. The data resampling and interpolation required for rebinning measured data
onto projections with regular spacing introduce inaccuracies and artifacts that degrade the
resolution and make it uneven across the FOV. Since iterative reconstruction is more adapted to
resolve those issues, this method was favored over FBP reconstruction even though better data
resampling could have been performed. Therefore, the resolving capability of the scanners was
also assessed using the image quality phantom with an iterative algorithm and by estimating the
resolution from simulated partial volume effects using the method introduced by Dumouchel
et al (2009).

The intrinsic axial resolution was also measured using a 1 MBq 22Na point source of
0.3 mm maximal extent, centered on the axis of the scanners and moved axially in 0.2 mm
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steps. The total number of coincidences recorded at each position was summed and an axial
profile plotted for each plane to find the FWHM and FWTM.

2.5. Absolute sensitivity

Absolute sensitivity, or system detection efficiency, was assessed using the same 22Na point
source. One-minute measurements were performed close to the transaxial and axial center of
the scanner FOV. Using the sinogram, all pixels further than 1 cm from the source were set to
zero and all slices were summed. Results were compensated for the 22Na branching ratio and
reported as the absolute point source detection efficiency at the FOV center.

2.6. Scatter fraction and count rate performance

For these measurements, rat and mouse cylindrical phantoms made of high-density
polyethylene (0.97 g cm−3) were manufactured according to the NEMA NU4-2008
recommendations. The mouse phantom was 2.5 cm in diameter and 7 cm long, while the
rat phantom was 5 cm in diameter and 15 cm long. A 3.2 mm diameter hole was drilled
parallel to the central axis at a radial distance of 1.0 cm from the center for the mouse
phantom and of 1.75 cm for the rat phantom. A line source 1 cm shorter than the phantom was
inserted into the hole. To conduct this study, radioactive sources of 13NH3 were employed with
LabPET4 and LabPET12 because of its short decay time, while 18F was used with LabPET8
since 13NH3 was not available at the time of the measurement. Trues, randoms, scatter and
total event rates were estimated from the sinograms using the method recommended in NEMA
NU4-2008. The noise equivalent count (NEC) rate curves were calculated from the formula:

NEC = T 2

T + R + S
(1)

where T is the trues rate, R is the randoms rate and S is the rate of scatters. The scatter
fraction can be estimated after subtraction of background counts due to 176Lu radioactivity
from measurements obtained at very low activity (where randoms can be neglected).

Whereas considerably higher rates can be reached in individual channels, the scanner
average count rate limit is about 10 000 cps per APD detector. Since this limit comprises
events detected above the noise threshold, it means that the limit will occur at higher activity
with a narrower energy window because the noise threshold can be higher. The NEC peak
activity is therefore expected to vary significantly as a function of the selected energy window.
Results were obtained for the two selected lower energy thresholds of 250 and 350 keV.

2.7. Phantom images

Three different phantoms were employed to evaluate the performance of the scanners: the
NEMA image quality phantom (National Electrical Manufacturers Association 2008), the
Ultra Micro Hot Spot Phantom and a uniform phantom. The NEMA image quality phantom
was filled with a 18F solution and data were collected for 20 min. This phantom consists of
three regions: a uniform region, a cold spot region made of two 8 mm cylinders filled with
air and water, and a hot spot region consisting of five rods with diameters ranging from 1 to
5 mm. Images were reconstructed using 10 to 100 iterations of a 3D MLEM algorithm (Leroux
2013a) based on a fully 3D physical description of the response functions in the system matrix.
The recovery coefficients for the hot spots, the uniformity and the spill-over evaluation of cold
spots were computed for all images. Scatter and attenuation corrections were performed on
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these measurements, as well as random correction, dead time correction and normalization for
detector efficiency.

The Ultra Micro Hot Spot Phantom was filled with a solution of 18F. It was imaged on
all three scanners in order to qualitatively assess the spatial resolution by determining which
smaller rods were distinguishable.

The quantitative calibration accuracy was assessed using the uniform phantom filled with
a 18F solution. The phantom dimensions were 26 mm × 47 mm. Two different activities
were employed to validate the calibration, namely 42 MBq (1.68 MBq ml−1) and 11 MBq
(0.43 MBq ml−1). These activities correspond roughly to 50% and 10% of the peak NEC
activity for a 250–650 keV energy window on the LabPET8 scanner.

The data were first corrected for randoms by subtracting the rates measured in a delayed
time window. The image reconstruction was performed using the 3D MLEM reconstruction
method (Leroux 2013a) combined with 3D model-based attenuation and scatter correction
algorithms. Both corrections require a co-registered CT image that is further segmented into
air, water and bone regions. The attenuation correction is then applied by taking into account
the linear attenuation as would be seen by 511 keV photons travelling through the segmented
CT image for the path corresponding to each tube of response (TOR) of the LabPET scanner.
The method relies on a fully 3D response model for computing the attenuation factor of each
TOR instead of simpler assumptions, such as an infinitely thin line model joining the two
coincident detectors. The scatter correction is performed using a fully 3D method that models
the single scatter response function of both the object and the surrounding shielding material.
While different in its implementation, the method is based on similar assumptions as the
single scatter simulation approach (Accorsi et al 2004). An important difference arises from
the scatter estimation that is generated for each TOR within a 3D referential model, unlike
some other methods that only compute the scatter estimate for a set of 2D direct planes and
interpolate the 3D data from the 2D estimates (Leroux 2013b).

2.8. Animal images

The animal experiments were conducted according to the recommendations of the Canadian
Council on Animal Care and the in-house Ethics Committee for Animal Experiments. Rats
and mice whole-body images were obtained on the different scanners to assess image quality.
Mice were injected with typically less than 10 MBq of Na18F or 18FDG and imaged at
30–90 min post-injection during 20–45 min. A rat weighting 185 g was injected with
∼30 MBq of Na18F (referred to the beginning of the acquisition) and imaged 68 min post-IV
during 1 h using five overlapping beds with 3.78 cm steps (half the LabPET8 axial FOV).
All injections were intravenous and anesthesia was performed using isoflurane. No scatter
or attenuation corrections were applied for the animal images. The number of 3D MLEM
iterations was chosen based on a compromise between noise and spatial resolution. Twenty
iterations was chosen for the 18FDG image. For Na18F reconstructions, the iteration number
(80) was higher due to a more structured image. Both phantom and animal images were
reconstructed using full axial span.

3. Results

3.1. System calibration

The mean energy resolution value of all detectors in the LabPET12 scanner was respectively
24 ± 3% and 25 ± 3% for LGSO and LYSO (LabPET12) (non-Compton corrected). Similar
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Figure 2. Radial and tangential spatial resolutions extracted from FWHM and FWTM
profiles of a 22Na point source obtained with energy thresholds of 250 and 350 keV
(LabPET4). Images of the point source were reconstructed by 2D FBP following NEMA
NU4-2008 recommendations.

values were reported for the LabPET4 and LabPET8 scanners (Bergeron et al 2009a). The
similar or slightly better energy resolution of LGSO compared to LYSO, despite its lower light
yield, is a feature that has been observed previously (Pepin et al 2007).

Whereas timing performance is almost independent of APD bias for LYSO, a definite
optimum operating point was found for LGSO. This is again due to the lower signal amplitude
of LGSO and to the resulting poor signal-to-noise ratio at the triggering point of the digital
discriminator, which is dominated by the preamplifier series noise at low APD bias (Fontaine
et al 2008). By increasing the APD gain, the signal can be raised until the electronic noise
becomes less significant relative to the statistical fluctuations in the signal, at which point
the best timing performance is reached. With LYSO, the signal is so high that even at low
APD bias, the electronic noise remains small relative to the signal statistical fluctuations and,
hence, its timing performance is relatively insensitive to the APD bias. After performing
timing alignment and APD bias optimization for all detectors in the scanners, overall timing
resolutions of 6.6 ns FWHM for LYSO-LYSO coincidences, 8.6 ns FWHM for mixed LYSO-
LGSO coincidences and 10.3 ns FWHM for LGSO-LGSO coincidences were measured.

3.2. Spatial resolution

The radial and tangential spatial resolutions were extracted from FWHM and FWTM profiles
of the 2D FBP reconstructed images of the same 22Na point source used for the absolute
sensitivity measurement. The source was moved at different radial positions in the axial center
of the scanner. Data sets were acquired with energy thresholds of 250 and 350 keV (figure 2).
The radial resolution obtained from the profile at a distance of 5 mm from the center for
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Table 3. Absolute sensitivity, or system detection efficiency, of the LabPET scanners.

250–650 keV 350–650 keV

LabPET4 1.4% 0.7%
LabPET8 2.6% 1.3%
LabPET12 4.3% 2.0%

Table 4. Scatter fraction of the LabPET scanners.

Lower energy LabPET4 with LabPET4 LabPET8 LabPET12
threshold (keV) Phantom collimators without collimators

250 Mouse 20% 17% 16% 18%
250 Rat 30% 29% 30% 28%
350 Mouse 13% 10% 9% 11%
350 Rat 22% 20% 22% 21%

a 250–650 keV energy window was 1.65 mm FWHM and 3.4 mm FWTM. The tangential
resolution measured in the same conditions was 1.70 mm FWHM and 3.3 mm FWTM. For
an energy window of 350–650 keV, the radial resolution improved to 1.51 mm FWHM and
2.97 mm FWTM, and the tangential resolutions to 1.62 mm (FWHM profile) and 2.76 mm
(FWTM profile). Even if there is a slight gain regarding the FWHM resolution, the largest
benefit brought by the energy window tightening resides in the significant improvement of the
FWTM resolution. Further analysis of the spatial resolution was performed using the hot spots
of the NEMA image quality phantom (see section 3.5).

Intrinsic axial resolution was found to be 1.38 ± 0.07 / 2.9 ± 0.2 mm (FWHM/FWTM)
as a mean value for all planes. For LYSO-LYSO direct planes, the mean axial resolution is
1.39 ± 0.07 / 2.8 ± 0.1 mm and it is 1.37 ± 0.08 / 2.8 ± 0.2 mm for LGSO-LGSO direct
planes. Although these measurements are reported for the LabPET4, very similar values,
within experimental errors, were obtained for the LabPET8 and LabPET12 scanner versions.

3.3. Absolute sensitivity

The absolute sensitivity of the three LabPET scanners measured for the two lower energy
thresholds (250 and 350 keV) is reported in table 3. As expected, the system detection efficiency
is lower for the 350–650 keV energy window and improves as axial FOV increases. More
accurate noise threshold settings and a better optimization have also resulted in a significant
gain of absolute sensitivity from 1.1% to 1.4% for the LabPET4 and from 2.1% to 2.6% for
the LabPET8 compared to our previous report (Bergeron et al 2009a).

3.4. Scatter fraction and count rate performance

Table 4 presents the scatter fraction results for the LabPET4, LabPET8 and LabPET12
scanners. The scatter fraction was assessed with and without field collimators for LabPET4, as
their usefulness to shield against out of field activity is somewhat controversial for a short axial
FOV scanner. With the NEMA scatter phantom configuration, the scatter fraction is slightly
higher when those collimators are in place. In all cases, the scatter fraction drops with the
higher energy threshold, as expected.

The NEC rates as a function of the activity concentration are presented in figures 3
and 4. Table 5 reports the peak NEC rate for the LabPET scanners as a function of the
radioactivity concentration for two animal phantoms (mouse and rat) and two lower energy
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Figure 3. NEC rate as a function of activity concentration for the mouse phantom.
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Figure 4. NEC rate as a function of activity concentration for the rat phantom.

thresholds (250 and 350 keV). The highest NEC values were obtained with the LabPET12
using a mouse phantom and an energy window of 250–650 keV. The peak NEC rate reveals
the highest effective count rate performance achievable with a scanner, even though the
radioactivity concentration at these high count rates may not be representative of typical
radioactivity concentrations used in animal studies. Nevertheless, meaningful images can still
be obtained with the LabPET scanners at these high radioactivity levels, as demonstrated in
the inserts shown in figure 5. The count rate performance presented in table 6 was obtained
for a radioactivity concentration of 0.2 MBq ml−1, closer to the realistic activity levels found
in typical animal studies. Figure 6 presents the trues rate with the mouse phantom for all
three scanners and a 250–650 keV energy window. According to these measurements, the
dead time is less than 10% for activities below 84/26/20 MBq in the mouse phantom for
the LabPET4/8/12, respectively. Therefore, all three systems can be considered to be truly
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Figure 5. The NEC rate is shown as a function of activity for the LabPET8 and LabPET12
scanners with a 250–650 keV energy window (mouse phantom). Images of an Ultra
Micro Hot Spot phantom for three corresponding activity levels are displayed. The first
image contains 495 Mcounts and was obtained with a starting activity of 9.7 MBq on
a LabPET12; the second image contains 262 Mcounts and was obtained with a starting
activity of 33.5 MBq on a LabPET8, and the third image contains 287 Mcounts, obtained
with a starting activity of 67 MBq on the same LabPET8 scanner.

Table 5. Peak NEC of the LabPET scanners as a function of the radioactivity
concentration for two animal phantoms and two lower energy thresholds (250 and
350 keV).

Energy Activity
threshold concentration Peak NEC

Phantom (keV) Scanner (MBq ml−1) (kcps)

Mouse 250 LabPET4 4.1 129
LabPET8 2.4 279
LabPET12 2.4 362

Mouse 350 LabPET4 5.2 70
LabPET8 1.8a 154a

LabPET12 3.2 331
Rat 250 LabPET4 0.86 72

LabPET8 0.31 94
LabPET12 0.28 156

Rat 350 LabPET4 1.2 32
LabPET8 0.32 47
LabPET12 0.4 91

a Maximum activity concentration not sufficient to reach peak NEC.

linear in the typical activity range encountered in rodents. The large gain factor in count rate
performance between the LabPET4 and LabPET8 scanners for mouse imaging results from
the entire axial coverage of the 7 cm long mouse phantom with the LabPET8.

3.5. Phantom images

The recovery coefficients for the 1, 2 and 5 mm hot spots of the NEMA image quality phantom
were evaluated on the LabPET8 using 250 and 350 keV lower energy thresholds in figure 7.
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Figure 6. Trues rate as a function of activity for LabPET4, LabPET8 and LabPET12
with a 250–650 keV energy window (mouse phantom). Linearity is represented by
dashed lines extrapolated from the low-activity trues rate values to express dead time
losses at high activity.

Table 6. Trues and NEC rates of the LabPET scanners for a fixed radioactivity
concentration (0.2 MBq ml−1), representative of typical animal studies.

Energy LabPET4 (kcps) LabPET8 (kcps) LabPET12 (kcps)

Phantom threshold (keV) Trues NEC Trues NEC Trues NEC

Mouse 250 12.0 9.7 60 44 99 71
350 5.1 4.1 34 30 59 50

Rat 250 39 27 176 92 302 137
350 31 12 90 42 149 72

Table 7. Quality phantom characterization for 30 iterations and 3D MLEM
reconstruction with and without corrections (attenuation and scatter corrections)
obtained with LabPET8.

Water spill-over Air spill-over

Lower energy
ratio ratio

Resolution
threshold (keV) Mean %STD Mean %STD Uniformity % (4 mm) mm

250 (w corrections) 0.16 11 0.13 11 4.5 1.48
350 (w corrections) 0.12 16 0.11 16 6.4 1.43
250 (w/o corrections) 0.16 11 0.24 10 5.3 1.51
350 (w/o corrections) 0.11 15 0.20 14 7.2 1.45

As expected from the spatial resolution data, the activity recovery is enhanced when using a
higher energy threshold. Results are also observed to converge fairly rapidly towards a stable
solution for the larger structures, irrespective of the lower energy threshold.

Table 7 reports the spill-over ratios and uniformity for 30 iterations of the 3D MLEM
reconstruction. While a lower energy threshold of 350 keV yields better recovery coefficients
and spill-over ratios for water and air, the cold regions uniformity is slightly degraded. An
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Figure 7. Recovery coefficients of the 1, 2 and 5 mm hot spots as a function of the
number of iterations obtained with the NEMA image quality phantom using two lower
energy thresholds (250 and 350 keV) on LabPET8.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Ultra Micro Hot Spot phantom (0.75, 1.0, 1.35, 1.7, 2.0 and 2.4 mm) filled
with 18F and imaged during 30 min on LabPET12. The images are reconstructed with
300 3D MLEM iterations: (a) lower energy threshold at 250 keV, 9.7 MBq; (b) lower
energy threshold at 350 keV, 15.4 MBq. The total number of events is indicated for each
image.

evaluation of spatial resolution based on the method of Dumouchel et al (2009) was also
performed on the 4 mm hot spot. This spot is at about 5–6 mm from the scanner center and
would be representative of a hot lesion in a low background. These results, reported in the
last column of table 7, provide an estimate of the actual spatial resolution achieved in normal
imaging conditions with typical image statistics, where the number of reconstruction iterations
is kept low to limit image noise and non-uniformity. Compared to the previous study (Bergeron
et al 2009a), improvement in image quality can be partially attributed to the use of a 3D image
reconstruction algorithm which includes attenuation and scatter corrections.

Figure 8 shows images of the Ultra Micro Hot Spot phantom obtained with the LabPET12.
The 1 mm spots are clearly better resolved using a tighter energy window (350–650 keV),
even if the image statistics is reduced. Table 8 presents the quantitative calibration assessment
of a 15 mm × 35 mm ROI positioned at the center of the uniform 26 mm × 47 mm phantom
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 9. Volume-rendered images of mice (ventral view) scanned with the following
parameters (a) 20.4 g mouse, 250 keV, LabPET4, 9.1 MBq of 18FDG, 20 min scan
(47 min post-IV), 5 bed positions, 20 3D MLEM iterations, 15 M counts (b) 16.1 g
mouse, 250 keV, LabPET4, 6 MBq of Na18F, 45 min scan (93 min post-IV), 5 bed
positions, 80 3D MLEM iterations, 20 Mcounts) (c) 25.5 g mouse, 250 keV, LabPET8,
8.6 MBq of Na18F, 30 min scan (50 min post-IV), 2 bed positions, 80 3D MLEM
iterations, 79 Mcounts and (d) 25.5 g mouse, 350 keV, LabPET8, 7.1 MBq of Na18F,
30 min scan (80 min post-IV), 2 bed positions, 80 3D MLEM iterations, 29 Mcounts (e)
21.2 g mouse, 350 keV, LabPET12, 8.0 MBq of Na18F, 30 min scan (30 min post-IV), 1
bed position, 80 3D MLEM iterations, 99 Mcounts. (Scan duration is total duration (all
overlapping decay-compensated bed positions included) and all activities are referred
to the beginning of the acquisition).

Table 8. Quantitative calibration assessment of the LabPET8 for a flood phantom
(26 mm × 47 mm) with activity concentrations corresponding to 10% and 50% of peak
NEC activity with a mouse phantom (3D MLEM reconstruction with ten iterations).

Radioactivity No attenuation and
concentration All corrections scatter corrections

% peak NEC (MBq ml −1) (MBq ml−1) (MBq ml−1)

10 0.430 ± 0.002 0.43 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.01
50 1.694 ± 0.008 1.69 ± 0.04 1.64 ± 0.04

image reconstructed using ten iterations of 3D MLEM on LabPET8. ROI mean values are
within errors for corrected and non-corrected images. Attenuation and scatter effects are not
very important for a 26 mm phantom.

3.6. Animal images

Figure 9 displays images of mice injected with Na18F or 18FDG and scanned on the LabPET4,
8 and 12. A lower energy threshold of 350 keV appears to yield a better spatial resolution and
higher image definition, since details such as the ribcage, the zygomatic bone and the pelvic
girdle can be more clearly resolved. It is worth noting that these images were obtained in
very similar imaging conditions (administered dose and imaging time) and that the detection
efficiency tradeoff with smaller axial length and the 350–650 keV energy window have no
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(c)

(d)

(e)(b)(a)

Figure 10. Volume-rendered images (a), (b) of a 185 g rat injected with 31 MBq of
Na18F and scanned 68 min post-injection on the LabPET8. Transaxial slices of the skull
(c) and the ribcage (d) and a sagittal slice (e) are shown. The whole-body image was
obtained by acquiring five overlapping decay-compensated scans with 3.78 cm steps
for a total of 60 min. The image was obtained with a lower energy threshold of 350 keV
and reconstructed using 80 3D MLEM iterations.

detrimental effect on the sensitivity and resolving power of the scanner to detect small faint
details in the images. Figure 10 shows Na18F images of a rat scanned with the LabPET8 using
five overlapping bed positions. The bone structures of the rat displayed in figure 10 are well
defined and all ribs can be clearly distinguished.

4. Discussion

The LabPET was the first commercial implementation of APD-based detectors with fully
parallel digital data processing and acquisition in PET imaging. The fully digital and
programmable signal processing architecture provides maximum flexibility for fine tuning
and system upgrades. Moreover, the highly parallel and modular design enables systems with
different axial extent to be easily assembled. The present assessment according to NEMA
NU4-2008 confirms that LabPET versions with different axial FOV offer similar imaging
performance in terms of image quality and definition.

The evaluation of count rate performance is a good base for a thorough comparison
between the LabPET4, LabPET8 and LabPET12 under different settings. For a given point
source, the LabPET8 exhibits about twice the number of trues and four times the number of
randoms of a LabPET4. In the case of mouse or rat imaging, where about twice the activity is
present within the FOV of a LabPET8, the scanner shows about four times the number of trues
and four times the number of randoms of a LabPET4 for the same radioactivity concentration.
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While dead time in the front-end occurs at the same level (same cps rate per detector), the NEC
rate peaks at a lower radioactivity concentration for the LabPET8 compared to the LabPET4,
the randoms rates outrunning the trues rates more rapidly.

The scanner response was shown to be linear (<10% nonlinearity) up to around 77 MBq
for the LabPET4, 25 MBq for the LabPET8 and 22 MBq for the LabPET12 using a mouse
phantom and a 250–650 keV energy window. Even at the peak NEC count rates, the count
rate losses due to dead time are below 50%. In any case, the radioactivity concentrations at
peak NEC are well beyond the doses normally used in mouse studies with a bolus injection.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for rat studies as well. The high rate of randoms represents
the major limitation to the scanner dynamic imaging capabilities. This is due to the fairly wide
coincidence time window that must be used to accept LGSO events. However, the randoms
fraction becomes prominent at radioactivity concentrations that are well beyond the doses
typically used in animal studies. Taking for example the LabPET12 at a 250 keV lower energy
threshold, the lower limit at which randoms rate exceeds 25% of the total count rate is about
43 MBq for the mouse phantom and 30 MBq for the rat phantom.

The LabPET scanners proved to be quantitative, as the correspondence between the
estimated activity concentrations were well within uncertainties if all corrections were applied
and only slightly out of range when scatter and attenuation corrections were not applied,
mainly because the phantom dimension used for validation was relatively small (26 mm ×
47 mm).

With the Ultra Micro Hot Spot Phantom, 1 mm hot spots can be discriminated and the
recovery coefficients obtained with the NEMA image quality phantom for the 2 mm hot
spots are 0.56 ± 0.05 and 0.73 ± 0.07 for lower energy thresholds of 250 keV and 350 keV,
respectively. The data also indicate that the LabPET has the capability to provide high-contrast,
uniform images of larger animals such as rats. This is due to the ability to reject multiple scatter
events in detectors and the large ring diameter which avoids the need for depth-of-interaction
measurement.

The LabPET scanners offer excellent imaging capabilities for preclinical molecular
imaging applications with rodents. According to Goertzen et al (2012), the LabPET8 scanner
has the best resolution to crystal size ratio compared to other systems. The recovery coefficients
for 2 mm structures are also excellent compared to other small animal PET scanners. Hence,
the use of quasi-individual crystal-to-APD coupling, together with fully independent parallel
digital signal processing, allows crystals with a larger cross section to be used for achieving
equivalent spatial resolution, by avoiding the inherent positioning inaccuracy of multiplexed
detector designs. While the detection efficiency is generally lower than with PMT-based
scanners, the image quality compares advantageously when assessed with phantoms under
similar conditions. Moreover, it is readily possible to tradeoff minor losses of spatial accuracy
for higher detection efficiency by selecting the adequate energy window for applications
requiring low level activity measurements.

5. Conclusion

The results of this comparative investigation confirm that excellent imaging performance can be
obtained with the LabPET APD-based digital PET scanners. The LabPET system architecture
offers great flexibility, allowing settings to be optimized to meet the most demanding imaging
task. The LabPET4/8/12 scanners achieve equal imaging performance with respect to spatial
resolution and image definition. The low-cost LabPET4, having a short axial FOV, enables
dynamic studies on selected organs and achieves state-of-the-art whole-body static imaging
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with axial scanning capability. The larger axial FOV LabPET8 and LabPET12 versions allow
whole-body dynamic mouse imaging with the same image quality at a higher throughput or
lower injected dose. These scanners should meet the expectations for state-of-the-art molecular
imaging of small laboratory animals in biomedical and pharmaceutical research.
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